On-Site Analysis for Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon

Latest Development
in UVF technology

Results for BTEX, GRO, DRO, TPH, sum 16 PAH, BaP
Identifies the Fuel Type
Accurate Quantification
Detection limits for Fuel products
5 mg/Kg in Soil, 0.05 mg/L in Water
Detection limits for PAH
0.1 mg/Kg in Soil, 0.01 mg/L in Water
Low per sample cost
Minimum of 12 samples per hour throughput

Rapid Results for Multiple Analytes
In just a few seconds, QED simultaneously generates
results

for

total

BTEX,

GRO,

DRO,

TPH,

Total

Aromatics, sum 16 PAHs, and Benzo-a-Pyrene.
For soil analysis, 10g of sample is mixed with a low cost
and environmentally benign solvent.(no chlorinated
solvents

used

)

This

extracts

PAHs

and

fuel

hydrocarbon from chalk, clay and other soil matrixes.
The extract is diluted, then analyzed in QED. Up to 12
samples per hour per analyst can be analyzed, but with
an assistant, up to 24 samples per hour is possible.
Water samples can be analyzed directly or for low PPB
detection limits, a simple sample preparation can be
used.

Identify the Hydrocarbon Type
QED generates a fingerprint of the hydrocarbon in the
sample, which is compared to the on board library of fuel
types, oils, creosotes, coal tars or custom created

Diesel library
match

fingerprints, identifying the sample hydrocarbon type. This
also significantly improves the quantification accuracy
because the most appropriate calibration set is matched
to the sample hydrocarbon type.

Natural Organics
The presence of humic acids or similar
naturally

Sophisticated Analyser

occurring

organics

do

not

significantly affect the results, unlike many

QED can differentiate between mixtures of different fuels

on-site or laboratory analysis methods.

in the same sample and apply the appropriate calibration
to the individual fuel types. Weathering of fuel types is
also compensated for.

Go Anywhere
QED uses a standard 12V DC supply found in most
vehicle power outlets, Solar Panels or a mains adapter.
Hydrogen or other gases are not required.
The rugged construction is designed for field work and
contains no fragile components.

Quality Assurance
♦

QED confirms that the calibrators are the correct type
and have not degraded.

♦

QED checks the extraction and dilution solvent for

The simple

unacceptable contamination.

♦

Sample extracts are monitored by QED automatically
for

turbidity

and

quenching,

which

can

give

undetected false results in other analysers.

♦

Low Cost Analysis
procedure uses low cost

consumables. Mistakes are easily rectified
at almost no cost or time unlike test kits
that require the entire test to be repeated

Data entry is monitored for unexpected values being
entered while running the analysis.
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